Transponder
Mounting Instructions
For proper operation, make sure the transponder is mounted as follows:
1. Identify the front face of the transponder. It displays
the E-ZPass label and two upward pointing arrows.
(Fig. 1.) This side faces the driver with the arrows
pointing toward the roof of the vehicle.

2. Identify the position in your vehicle in which the
transponder will be mounted. The preferred location is
between the exposed edge of the windshield (roof line) and
the rear view mirror post—as long as the clearances in Fig.
2 can be maintained. If there is insufficient room, the
alternate location shown in Fig. 3 must be used and the
transponder should be mounted behind the rearview
mirror. For vehicles that do not have a rear view mirror
follow the mounting location as indicated in Fig. 2.

FIG-1 E-ZPass Front Face
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3. Having determined the mounting position in your vehicle, clean the inside surface of
the windshield. Carefully remove the red protective backing from the Dual Lock ™
mounting strips on the rear of the transponder. Firmly press the rear of the transponder
against the glass. Maintain pressure for about 15 seconds to achieve a good bond.

E-ZPass Label

The transponder may be removed by lifting any one corner with sufficient pressure to separate the Dual Lock™ strips.
Do not remove the Dual Lock™ strips and reuse them. Please obtain new strips from the Customer Service Center.

Fig. 2 Preferred E-ZPass Mounting Location

Fig. 3 Alternative E-ZPass Mounting Location
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Failure to mount the transponder, or incorrect placement may result
in the devices failing to read, which can result in a toll violation!
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